STOP — Read Entire Label Before Use

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label. Use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions, and with applicable state and Federal regulations.

PRECAUTIONS:
• Always use CIRKIL® VaproPad Electronic & Clutter Treatment Kit in a well-ventilated area, away from any source of heat, sparks, or open flame.
• Store foil pouch away from any heat, sparks, or open flame.
• CIRKIL® VaproPad Electronic & Clutter Treatment Kit is intended to treat items sealed within bags or airtight containers. This kit is not intended to treat items that are not enclosed in treatment bags/containers.

TO KILL BED BUGS/EGGS IN HOUSEHOLD ITEMS:
• Open bag in well-ventilated area or outdoors. Do not open bag near sources of heat, spark, or open flame.
• Place items in plastic bag to treat. Close and seal bag/container. Seal bag by tying the neck of the bag. Check for airtight seal by squeezing gently. Inspect vents for tears or punctures — if found, seal the damaged bag inside the bag. Use CIRKIL® VaproPads for each treatment bag/container.
• Place 2 foil pouches on top of items in bag, ensuring vents face upward. Prevent items from contacting vents.
• At all times during a treatment, keep bags/containers being treated away from any source of heat, sparks, or open flame.
• Always open treated bags/containers in a well-ventilated area, away from heat, sparks, or open flame.
• 2 CIRKIL® VaproPads for each Treatment Bag
• Treatment Bags (included)
• 10x CIRKIL® VaproPads
• A well-ventilated space, free of any source of spark, open-flame or heat

FIRST AID
If in Eyes: Hold open eye and rinse slowly and gently with water or saline solution. Remove contact lenses if present after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
If Inhaled: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Remove person to fresh air if possible. If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If breathing, remove to fresh air. If breathing stops, give artificial respiration. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Flammable: During all stages of treatment, keep the pad and treated bag away from heat, sparks, or open flame.

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE
• Use CIRKIL® VaproPad Electronic & Clutter Treatment Kit only as directed. Improper use or use in accordance with any statement on this label may cause unexpected results or damage to treated materials or treated surfaces.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
• Caution: Liquid contained in the foil pouch can cause irreversible eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Grasp foil pouch in mouth. Wash thoroughly with soap and water. Keep out of reach of children. Do not drink, inhale, or use in the mouth. Do not breathe mist or fumes. Do not place product near any source of heat, sparks, or open flame. Do not exceed the purchase price paid for the product, or at Terramera’s election, the replacement of product.

WHAT YOU NEED:
• Treatment Bags (included)
• CIRKIL® VaproPads for each Treatment Bag

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
• Terramera makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose or otherwise, with respect to the product. Terramera, the Seller, and the Seller’s employees, agents, or representatives shall not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from the use, transport, or handling of this product.

CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children. Do not use on or near electrical devices, or electronics. A well-ventilated space, free of any source of spark, open-flame or heat is required.

Storage:
Do not contaminate water, food, or animal feed by storage or disposal.
Storage: Store in a cool, dry place away from light, heat, sparks, or pilot lights. Do not dispose of product into the storm drain, run-off, or any other waterway. This product is for one-time application only, and the foil pouch and treatment bag are nonrefillable. Offer used product, packaging, and outer packaging to recycling if available or dispose of in trash.

CONDITIONS
Easy and Clean Plant-based Treatment
KILLS BED BUGS & THEIR EGGS
CONTAINS: 10x CIRKIL® VaproPads
2 FL OZ per pad

Active ingredients:
Cold Pressed Neem Oil................. 5.5%
Other Ingredients................. 94.5%
TOTAL................................ 100%

Net Contents: 2 FL OZ per pad
CAUTION
Keep Out of Reach of Children

Active ingredient:
Cold Pressed Neem Oil..........................5.5%
Other ingredients..................................94.5%
Total..................................................100.0%

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
CAUTION. Liquid contained in the pad inside the foil pouch can cause moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Do not get liquid in mouth. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

Flammable: During all stages of treatment, keep the pad and treated bags away from heat, sparks, open flames or hot surfaces (e.g. baseboard, floor heaters, stoves, etc.). Unplug all electrical equipment prior to opening treated bags.

See outer package for complete directions for use and precautionary statements.
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